Biologically-inspired image processing in computational retina models.
Retinal Prosthesis (RP) is an approach to restore vision, using an implanted device to electrically stimulate the retina. A fundamental problem in RP is to translate the visual scene to retina neural spike patterns, mimicking the computations normally done by retina neural circuits. Towards the perspective of improved RP interventions, we propose a Computer Vision (CV) image preprocessing method based on Retinal Ganglion Cells functions and then use the method to reproduce retina output with a standard Generalized Integrate & Fire (GIF) neuron model. "Virtual Retina" simulation software is used to provide the stimulus-retina response data to train and test our model. We use a sequence of natural images as model input and show that models using the proposed CV image preprocessing outperform models using raw image intensity (interspike-interval distance 0.17 vs 0.27). This result is aligned with our hypothesis that raw image intensity is an improper image representation for Retinal Ganglion Cells response prediction.